
NAME TAG INSTRUCTIONS

Mary

The name tag is made up of 2 sections:
1. 2 1/4˝ x 2 1/4˝ Friendship Star...left side.
2. 2 1/4˝ x 2 3/4˝ muslin rectangle with your name embroidered
     in the center.
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Fabric: scraps for Friendship Star
CUT THE FOLLOWING
(8) 1 1/4˝ squares of fabric A
(4) 1 1/4˝ squares of fabric B
(1) 1 1/4˝ square of fabric C

With right side to right sides, place square A
on top of square B. Stitch diagonally across from
corner to corner as illustrated. If you prefer, draw
a line for more accuracy.

From the stitch line, cut through the two fabrics
about 1/4˝ away or slightly less.

Press seams open for less bulk.
Trim off “dog ears” on the two
corners for a perfect square.
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Refering to the illustration, stitch each
row using a scant 1/4˝ seam. When each
row is stitched, then stitch the rows 
together to form a square Friendship block.
*As you go along press the seams open to
 avoid bulk at the seams. Should measure 2 3/4˝.

YOUR NAME BLOCK
When you receive your embroidered name block note that there are
two layers...so when you cut and stitch you will do so through both.

Using a see through ruler, measure
1 1/4˝ down from the base line. Cut
off whatever excess there is below
the 1/1/4˝. Now measure up from
that bottom edge, 2 3/4˝ and cut
off excess fabric

From the center line measure 1 1/2˝
to the left and cut off extra fabric. This edge
will be stitched to the Friendship block.

From the center line measure out 2˝ to the right and cut off excess.
Place the Friendship block, right side to right side and stitch down with a
scant 1/4˝ seam. From between the seam allowance, trim as much of the
flannel as you can in the seam allowance. Press seam open for less bulk.

Place name tag, right side down on top of a piece of muslin. Pin in place.
Stitch only on three sides (lock beginning and ending stitches), trim
excess muslin away from your name tag block.Trim the flannel and corners.
Turn right side out. Press and insert foam stiffener. You may have to trim
the foam. Tuck in raw edge andstitch using a whip or ladder stitch. 

Note: Your name may have many letters therefore, there will be less
fabric at the beginning and end of your name. Just as long as you‛ve 
got your name centered. 
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